
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

2005-2009 MUSTANG FENDER TOP CAPS ILLUMINATED 2pc 

PART #273050 

Parts Included: 

2-Fender Caps Illuminated

8-ACC Threaded Flange Type Fender Bolts

8-1/2” 6/32 Stainless Truss Head Screws

4-Thick Small Washers

8-1” Decorative Chrome Caps w/Hook and Loop FastenerDonuts

Introduction:  This hot new product will be the finishing touch to your new Mustang. It’s a simple to install 

accessory that will make a huge difference to your new engine bay. 

Liner Information:  Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this liner in 

place until the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches during installation. 

1. The first step will be to remove all of the factory fender bolts and replace them with the ACC threaded

flange type fender bolts.  Be careful not to over tighten these bolts as they still hollow at this point and

can snap. Just snug will work perfect. These will serve as the mounting perches for your new fender



caps. You will notice that there is one bolt towards the center area that sort of sits into a recess. You 

have been provided with two thick small washers, for each side, that has been provided to be placed 

under this one bolt location. This will allow that bolt to sit a little higher when tight allowing the new 

fender cap to run down the fender nice and smooth without any dips in that area.  

2. With all four bolts in place on both sides of your engine bay you can now place the fender caps in place 
and align the holes. Loosely set the ½’ 6/32 stainless truss head screws provided into each of the four 
holes and into each bolt head. Then tighten down the screws.

3. You have been provided with eight 1” decorative chrome screw caps that each contain a mounting 
hook and loop fastener donut. Peel the protective liner from the fender caps and then detach the hook 
and loop fastener donut from each of the caps. Peel the release liner from the back of the donut and 

then place that donut around each of the screw heads. Then simply place the decorative cover over the 

screws to finish the installation.

4. If you fender caps are the lighted version. Simply route each length of wire emanating from the ends of 
the two caps over to the battery area. These will allow you to connect the led lighting to any twelve 
volt source you create such as a mercury switch/ toggle/ remote etc.

Thank you for your purchase! 

AMERICAN CAR CRAFT 

When it comes to quality chrome trim and accessories, American Car Craft is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

